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To Whom It May Concern: •,J

This letter is written in regards to the proposed permitting of two additional reactors at
Virgil CSummer Nuclear Station. We, the above listed individuals, are residents of the
greater Jenkinsville, SC community, the location of the VC Summer Nuclear Station.
Having attended several of the meetings held by the NRC in regards to the question of
permitting the additional reactors, we have arrived at the following concerns which we
wish to be addressed by your organization and/or SCEG, the permit seeker:

Environmental Concerns: Is the carrying capacity of Lake Monticello large enough to
mitigate the cooling needs of two additional reactors? Or will the increased water
temperatures pose a significant impact on water quality resulting in a detrimental impact
on the resident wildlife? How will the additional cooling needs impact oxygen levels in
both the Broad River and Lake Monticello? What impact is anticipated on these aquatic
ecosystems and what will the resulting impact be on the keystone species in this
environment, the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)? Will the impact of the
continuing drought condition on the aquatic ecosystems of the Broad River and Lake
Monticello be given consideration when the EIS is conducted?

Safe Drinking Water Standards: All residents in the western part of Fairfield County
currently receive their drinking water from groundwater - be that through private wells or
through wells operated by the Jenkinsville Water Company. With triple the potential for
groundwater contamination, what assurances will be given to the citizens of the
surrounding area that the groundwater will remain safe? Are additional monitoring wells
going to be required? Also, Midcounty Water is reportedly constructing a pipeline to the
Broad River with the intent to extract river water for filtration into drinking water for the
Winnsboro area. Will consideration be given to the impact on the capacity of the Broad
River and its impact on available drinking water for the communities and cities
downstream? Will the Broad River be able to meet EPA Safe Drinking Water Standards
and still remain a viable ecosystem throughout long periods of drought?
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Existing Infrastructure: Does Fairfield County have the infrastructure necessary for the
tripling in size of this facility? The Fairfield County Fire Department is an all volunteer
system with Jenkinsville having only FOUR actual members. No one in the entire county
is currently certified to respond to hazard material spills. Frequently fire trucks arrive on
the scene of fires with no water in their trucks. Is the VC Summer station able to handle
a spill offsite?

Will the railroad spur need extending in order to service the expanded facility?

Security and Public Safety: The profile of the facility will inevitably rise should these
two additional reactors be built. The containment building and radioactive waste storage
station could become much more attractive as a potential terrorist target. Does the current
contract security service have the ability to adequately respond to a security threat on
site? Has any additional training been considered for the local police force as first
responders to assist in the event of a terrorist attack?

Is there a possibility of condensation of vapor from the cooling towers posing a potential
driving hazard on surrounding highways since the cooling towers will be located so
closely to them?

It is our understanding that the design of this facility has not been proven to be viable.
The documentation regarding this provided by the NRC shows that the final design has
not even been approved. Why is it that the people of Jenkinsville, SC, have been chosen
as the "Tuskegee Experimental station" for this project in the United States? Does the
fact that we are an overwhelmingly poor, undereducated, elderly, African-American
community have anything to do with this? Why isn't SCEG seeking to place these
reactors on Lake Murray since it is those high priced subdivisions with their wealthy
residents that are in much greater need of additional power than we poor rural folk?

Many of the citizens in this area hunt and fish as part of their subsistence lifestyle.
Gardening is also a vital part of life to many of the local citizens. One local family right
outside the boundary of the VC Summer Station used to have soil samples taken from
their property regularly by SCEG. No such sampling has occurred there in the past
several years. They have, however, noticed a marked increase in the number of dead
birds and trees on their property as well as one deer in particular that has a huge tumor on
her head. What kind of on-going sampling is occurring on site? And, is the impact on
subsistence livelihood being taken into consideration by the NRC when determining
whether or not these additional permits should be rendered?

Seismic Impact: The Pax Mountain Fault System runs very near Jenkinsville, SC. As a
consequence, multiple earthquakes have been known to occur in the general vicinity of
the VC Summer Nuclear Station. The earthquakes of April 20, 1964, and of May 19,
1971, are a few of the earthquakes attributed to the Jenkinsville area. Additionally, just
last month two more earthquakes (March 18 and March 19, 2009) were attributed to



Peak, SC - directly across the Broad River from Jenkinsville. Is the potential for
seismic events being taken into consideration when determining whether or not more
reactors should be placed here? Also, could the blasting at the granite and gravel quarry
in Blair have an increase in threat for seismic events to occur in this area?

Quality of Life Issues: Light and noise pollution are two other issues of concern for
those of us who live near the facility. Increasing noise from construction as well as an
increase in traffic noise will have a large impact on the citizens who live near this facility.

Finally, simply the act of construction of the two additional reactors will have a
detrimental impact on the lives of the local citizens. The increase in traffic alone is
something to be concerned about, particularly for the many elderly people who attempt to
drive on the local roads and the children who play alongside them. Has any thought been
given to decreasing the speed limits on Highways 213 and 215 within a five mile radius
of the Station in order to alleviate the pressures of having so many additional heavy
trucks speeding past our homes on roads which are already in great need of repair?

We realize that the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station is the single largest provider of tax
income to Fairfield County and, therefore, our leaders are clamoring to get this permit
approved. We, as concerned citizens, wish to represent those of us in the Jenkinsville
area who have so often been overlooked. It is the local citizens of this area who must live
with the direct impact of the current facility as well as any future impacts that expanding
this facility will have. Please take our concerns seriously and consider our questions
when deciding the scope and extent of the Environmental Impact Statement as well as the
permit itself.

On behalf of the above listed citizens,
Sincerely,


